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Geothink this Summer 2016 

Geothinkers have been present at quite a few exciting events since January. Our academ-

ics were present at the American Association of Geographers (AAG) 2016 conference in 

San Francisco this past March. Professors and students had a good showing, with 12 

Geothinkers taking part organizing sessions, presenting their research, and participating 

in panel discussions. Other recent events with a Geothink academic or partner presence 

include GO Open Data in Ontario and the Canadian Open Data Summit (CODS) in New 

Brunswick. 

Last week, we wrapped up  our second Geothink Summer Institute, at Ryerson Universi-

ty’s School of Urban Planning, and Annual General Meeting (AGM) at the University of 

Toronto. This year’s Summer Institute was themed around “The Value of Open Data.” A 

full issue on both events will follow soon. For more rapid updates, please visit our web-

site, Geothink.ca. 

Thank you to our Geothink partners for participating in both the Summer Institute and 

AGM and making each a success. We look forward to seeing you again next year. 

Peck Sangiambut 

Editor 

Mark Gill presenting at the “Data in 

action: Tracing the open data exper-

iment” panel 

Data in action: Tracing the open data experiment 

http://geothink.ca/
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Dr. Feick is an Associate Professor at the 

University of Waterloo’s School of Plan-

ning 

Two major themes pervade Dr. Feick’s 

research: “public engagement from a GIS 

perspective…how spatial data and tools 

condition and, hopefully, improve public 

dialogue” and “methods that help us 

transform these new types of spatial 

data into information that is useful for 

governments and citizens.” In an inter-

view with our digital journalist for Ge-

othink.ca, he said that he is “interested 

in both understanding better the charac-

teristics of these data sources, particu-

larly data quality, as well as the methods 

we can develop to extract new types of 

information from large scale VGI re-

sources.”  This has led him to Web 2.0 

GIS and the Geospatial Web 2.0 as plat-

forms to integrating citizens planning 

processes. His spheres of research in-

clude: Public Participation GIS (PPGIS), 

Volunteered Geographic Information 

(VGI), geovisualisation, and spatial deci-

sion support systems (SDSS). Through 

an understanding of the context of un-

structured or less structured data (both 

in terms of language and spatial rela-

tionships), more information can be 

classified and more meaning extracted.  

Dr. Feick’s PhD student, Shanqi (Ashley)

Zhang, is working on the challenges of 

extracting meaningful information from 

less structured geosocial media (through 

text analysis and topic modelling), to 

help planners understand the spatial 

distribution of citizen input. This project 

will allow for the monitoring of public 

opinions and help planners engage with 

citizens more effectively throughout 

various stages of the planning process. 

Ashley is comparing different media for 

citizen input (social media, newspapers, 

microblogs). Initially analysing Twitter 

data, she has been developing methods 

to identify topic and spatial relevance in 

short messages, with the aim to compare 

newer forms of citizen input to existing  

public participation tools. Find out more 

about Ashley’s work on the next page. 

A Master’s student, Maju Sadagopan, is 

also working on VGI. Looking at data 

from the City of Kitchener’s Interactive 

Trail Survey of the Iron Horse Trail, Ma-

ju’s project has been working to auto-

mate the attribution of spatial context in 

VGI. The aim is to identify the correct 

object to which a user’s textual comment 

is referring to. By looking at the key-

words of a VGI contribution (which may 

have an ambiguous meaning) and its 

spatial location, it may be possible to 

identify specific road segments or land-

marks. The project will therefore con-

tribute to improvements in spatial data 

accuracy in VGI. 

For more information Dr. Feick, see our 

digital journalist’s article on Geothink.ca. 

Email: robert.feick@uwaterloo.ca 

 

 

CONTACT DR. FEICK 

http://www.communityremarks.com/Kitchener/
http://www.communityremarks.com/Kitchener/
http://geothink.ca/getting-a-better-handle-on-geosocial-data-with-geothink-co-applicant-robert-feick/
mailto:robert.feick@uwaterloo.ca
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I am currently pursuing a PhD degree in 

Geography at the University of Waterloo. 

Prior to this, I completed my Master ‘s 

degree at the University of Georgia with 

a specialization in Geomatics and Urban 

Studies. Here at Waterloo, in collabora-

tion with Dr. Rob Feick, my research 

primarily focuses on how local govern-

ments can take advantage of digital and 

location-aware technologies to facilitate 

the collection of public opinions and 

enable new methods of government-

citizen interaction.  

During the preparation of a new light 

rail transit (LRT) system in the Region of 

Waterloo, the Regional government and 

local city governments of Waterloo and 

Kitchener held several public meetings 

to collect public opinion on the transit 

plan at different stages of the project. In 

attending these meetings, I recognised 

the importance of consulting stakehold-

ers during development, as well as the 

constraints of attending meetings at 

specific times and locations. Inspired by 

the quick growth of location-based so-

cial media services and the idea that 

social media provide an easy and inex-

pensive method of communication be-

tween governments and citizens, I was 

interested in whether geo-referenced 

user-generated content may contain 

information about public opinions and 

perceptions  are comparable to com-

ments collected through traditional pub-

lic participation approaches and thus 

could become an additional source of 

public opinion. However, previous stud-

ies have also suggested that the quality 

of social media data may vary widely 

and the relevance of the data to local 

government is often unknown. Because 

social media users are mostly contrib-

uting information for networking and 

communication purposes, much of the 

data may be irrelevant. In addition, geo-

social media are only a small portion of 

social media data and vary widely in 

their geographic representativeness. In 

this regard, an understanding of the 

nature of the information that can be 

harvested from geosocial media is es-

sential to facilitate local government 

adoption of geosocial media. 

I took advantage of the Waterloo LRT 

project and used it as a case study to 

investigate the effectiveness of geosocial 

media to support public engagement, 

the challenges associated with using 

them, and to set the stage to consider 

local scale issues of representativeness, 

accuracy, and topicality. I collected Twit-

ter data georeferenced in Waterloo and 

Kitchener before and during the con-

struction of the LRT to investigate 

whether and what transportation-

related topics are expressed by social 

media users. Modelling of the textual 

content of geosocial media revealed that 

geosocial media has the potential to help 

identify public concerns and needs re-

garding physical facilities and the quali-

ty of public services (Figure. 1).  These 

perceptions are mostly sensations and 

reflections of the immediate environ-

ment thus differing from formal public 

participation. A comparison between 

information in geosocial media and in-

formation in citizen letters revealed that 

Tweets can better capture the dynamics 

of urban landscapes, as people often 

send messages when they are moving 

around the city, while citizen letters 

include more narratives and critical and 

deeper discussions on issues such as 

safety, urban design, policy, and more 

(Figure. 2). Exploration of geosocial me-

dia at different spatial and temporal 

scales also suggests the potential for 

timely public participation. One example 

in the case study was that one place only 

became related to topic “bus service” 

after the start of LRT construction with-

in the area (Figure. 3). 

While uneven geographic distributions 

of tweets are inevitable, a multi-scaled 

approach is able to reveal more patterns 

and help government identify places 

that are important to particular issues at 

particular times.  

Continued on next page... 
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Figure 1. An overview of topic hierarchy generated from 

Twitter Tweets. More location-specific content was found in 

tweets than letters. 

Figure 2. An overview of topic hierarchy generated from 

citizen letters. More narratives and critical discussion were 

found in citizen letters than tweets. 

Figure 3. Comparisons of bus service-related tweets before (left) and after June, 2015 (right). The image shows 

new tweet hotspots appearing after new construction was started. 
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Text analysis methods also greatly help 

automate some steps of harvesting and 

interpreting text content, which will 

alleviate technical and analytical barri-

ers for civil servants when handling 

geosocial media. I developed a web-

based toolkit (using Django, a web de-

velopment framework) that integrates 

information retrieval and text modelling 

methods (Figure. 4). A series of models 

that process and analyse text data was 

developed using Python scripts, which 

are built upon an open-source natural 

language processing (NLP) library  

called NLTK. Sunburst diagrams were 

used to represent the results of text 

analysis and were developed using a 

popular JavaScript-based visualisation 

library D3. Designed for social media 

messages, this toolkit can be used for 

other text-based public input, such as 

that collected from surveys, public meet-

ings, online forums, and different social 

media platforms. This may help in ana-

lysing text-based public input as well as 

facilitate more empirical studies on how 

geosocial media can complement other 

public opinion collections methods.  

Figure 4. Screenshots of the web-based tool (a) the main interface of the web application (b) selecting 

documents for generating customized topic lexicon (c) reviewing and modifying the auto-generated keyword list  
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While I identified several potential uses 

of geosocial media in local government 

context, local government professionals’ 

perspectives will be critical to evaluate 

the identified opportunities and chal-

lenges. In practice, there is resistance to 

government adoption of data collected 

outside of authoritative processes, may 

it be due to technical challenges of vali-

dating the data, or various organization-

al concerns. Therefore, I am going to 

further address such organizational 

constraints through semi-structured 

interviews and web surveys with local 

government staff. In addition to geoso-

cial media, often considered a passive 

source of user-generated content, the 

further study will expand to active user 

contribution. Dr. Feick and I are current-

ly working with the City of Kitchener to 

examine the practice of incorporating 

VGI into government service delivery.  

Through the implementation of a loca-

tion-based routing service for pedestri-

ans with different mobilities, we are 

going to investigate the role of co-

producing spatial data in improving 

government service delivery from an 

integrated framework that combines the 

perspectives of participants, decision-

makers, and technology, and identify 

factors that may contribute to the suc-

cess of incorporating VGI in government 

operations.  

Altogether, my thesis is intended to 

build upon the studies of opportunities 

and challenges for government-citizen 

interactions brought by developments in 

digital technologies and prevalent uses 

of location-based service, through em-

pirical studies and theoretical discus-

sions. I would like to thank Geothink for 

the constant help through my research 

and comments and suggestions from all 

Geothink partners.  

Email: s72zhang@uwaterloo.ca 

 

 

CONTACT ASHLEY 

Ashley has just had a publication, co-authored with Prof. Feick, accepted at the International Journal of Geo-Information. The ab-

stract has been reproduced below, and the full paper will be published soon. 

Zhang, S.; Feick, R. Understanding public opinions from geosocial media. ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information. 

2016 

Increasingly, social media data are linked to locations through embedded GPS coordinates. Many local governments are showing 

interest in the potential to repurpose these firsthand geo-data to gauge spatial and temporal dynamics of public opinions in ways 

that complement information collected through traditional public engagement methods. Using these geosocial data is not without 

challenges since they are usually unstructured, vary in quality, and often require considerable effort to extract information that is 

relevant to local governments’ needs from large data volumes. Understanding local relevance requires development of both data 

processing methods and their use in empirical studies. This paper addresses this latter need through a case study that demon-

strates how spatially-referenced Twitter data can shed light on citizens’ transportation and planning concerns. A web-based 

toolkit that integrates text processing methods is used to model Twitter data collected for the Region of Waterloo (Ontario, Cana-

da) between March 2014 and July 2015 and assess citizens’ concerns related to the planning and construction of a new light rail 

transit line. The study suggests that geosocial media can help identify geographies of public perceptions concerning public facili-

ties and services and have potential to complement other participation methods. 

mailto:s72zhang@uwaterloo.ca
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Professor Jankowski is a professor of 

Geographic Information Science and 

Chair of the Department of Geography, 

San Diego State University (SDSU) in 

California. His past appointments were 

in Geography at the University of Idaho, 

and in Geoinformatics at Westfa lische 

Wilhelms-Universita t in Mu nster, Ger-

many. His GIScience research focuses on 

decision-making (Spatial Decision Sup-

port Systems), participation 

(Participatory GIS), and uncertainty and 

sensitivity analysis in spatial models. 

While based in San Diego, his work ex-

tends across both sides of the Atlantic, 

with collaborations in Poland, Austria, 

and Germany. Not only does he cross 

national boundaries when working on 

research projects, he has experience 

working across disciplines as well. This 

is evidenced in the variety of content 

covered by his publications (health, so-

cial media, water resources, transporta-

tion) and their associated disciplines 

(geography, GIS, environmental manage-

ment, urban planning, informatics).  

Prof. Jankowski’s research tackles core 

GIScience issues of accuracy and uncer-

tainty, but he is also involved in the tool-

building side by developing models for 

multi-criteria decision support systems. 

Of particular interest to Geothinkers 

may be his recent interdisciplinary work 

with Dara Seidl—a PhD student on pri-

vacy protection through spatial obfusca-

tion—which aims to hide individual data 

points (such as households) while pre-

serving spatial distribution needed for 

analysis. His other recent work with 

potential linkages to Geothink project 

involves online geo-questionnaires – a 

highly scalable method of collecting geo-

graphical preferences of the public 

about the use and organization of space 

in domains such as land use planning, 

transportation, and environmental qual-

ity. 

 

Recent Publications 

Seidl, D.E, Jankowski, P., Tsou, M-H. 

2015. Privacy and spatial pattern 

preservation in masked GPS trajectory 

data. International Journal of Geograph-

ical Information Science, 

DOI:10.1080/13658816.2015.1101767 

 

Jankowski, P., Czepkiewicz, M., Mlod-

kowski, M. Zwolinski, Z. 2016. Geo-

questionnaire: A Method and    

 Tool for Public Preference Elicita-

tion in Land Use Planning. Transactions 

in GIS, DOI: 10.1111/tgis.12191] 

Email: pjankows@mail.sdsu.edu 

 

CONTACT DR JANKOWSKI 

mailto:pjankows@mail.sdsu.edu
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Sieber, R. E., & Haklay, M. (2015). The epistemology(s) of volunteered geographic information: a critique. Geo: Geogra-

phy and Environment, 2(6), 566-136. http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/geo2.10/full 

Numerous exegeses have been written about the epistemologies of volunteered geographic information (VGI). We contend that 

VGI is itself a socially constructed epistemology crafted in the discipline of geography, which when re-examined, does not sit com-

fortably with either GIScience or critical GIS scholarship. Using insights from Albert Borgmann's philosophy of technology we 

offer a critique that, rather than appreciating the contours of this new form of data, truth appears to derive from traditional ana-

lytic views of information found within GIScience. This is assisted by structures that enable VGI to be treated as independent of 

the process that led to its creation. Allusions to individual emancipation further hamper VGI and problematise participatory prac-

tices in mapping/geospatial technologies (e.g. public participation geographic information systems). The paper concludes with 

implications of this epistemological turn and prescriptions for designing systems and advancing the field to ensure nuanced 

views of participation within the core conceptualisation of VGI. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/geo2.10/full
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Geography in Action: A walk over the Golden 

Gate Bridge. Photo credit: Victoria Fast 

Dr. Renee Sieber and Dr. Sarah Elwood at a panel session on 

Gender and GIScience. 

Photo credit: Victoria Fast 

James Steenberg at the Disrupt Geo session. 

Photo credit: Peck Sangiambut 

For a full report on the AAG 2016 conference, visit http://geothink.ca/3560-2. 

http://geothink.ca/3560-2/
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Theme 4: Open Everything 

We will track municipal open data engagement over time, 

theorize about the impacts of open data on governance, and 

understand and develop best practices. We also have the op-

portunity to document these approaches and track the evolu-

tion of open data practices over time. 

Theme 5: Social Justice 

We will explore aspects of Geoweb – Society relationships as 

they pertain to social justice. We will identify the success and 

failures of Geoweb for community development. Using a case 

study approach we will employ participatory research to 

identify emerging concepts of place, the intersection of com-

munity, engagement and social justice, and accessibility to the 

Geoweb. 

Theme 6: Geoweb Political Economy 

This theme will focus on understanding the political economy 

of the Geoweb as it concerns ownership structures, institu-

tions, and policies. Power relationships between actors and 

processes of inclusion and exclusion among social media own-

ers and users also will be our focus. 

Theme 1: Anywhere, Anyone, Anytime 

We believe that the Web 2.0 and its associated technolo-

gies will dramatically shift the way cities talk to their 

constituents and others. People can communicate with 

cities from anywhere, outside of a jurisdiction, and at 

any time, for example, which means outside formal ven-

ues like city council meetings. Anonymity implies that 

you do not know the identity of the contributor. This 

challenges traditional definitions of community, citizen, 

and participation. We will evaluate the processes of 

technology development and that impact on its city and 

the citizen. 

Theme 2: Spatial Authenticity, Accuracy, 

and Standards 

The moment you bring up volunteered geographic infor-

mation (VGI) (e.g., with Open 311), you worry about the 

quality of data. This theme considers questions of data 

structures, standards, and documentation practices used 

by public agencies. The research produced also aims to 

develop consensus on terminology, data standards, and 

dissemination regarding the opening up of government 

data and acceptance of VGI .  

Theme 3: Laws, Norms, Rights and Code 

Data related to governance is not simply a technical mat-

ter. Issues that are policy-related and legal in nature will 

be a primary focus as we try to understand the way Ge-

oweb 1) fits within existing laws and policy, and 2) 

shapes new policies and law. Specific legal domains of 

interest are privacy, intellectual property, access to in-

formation, access to justice, and the interplay between 

norms, codes and technology with regards to govern-

ance. 
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Name of Organization City Province/State Last/First Name Email 

Ajah Montreal Quebec Bourns/Jesse jesse@ajah.ca 

Centre for Law, Technology and Society 
(University of Ottawa) 

Ottawa Ontario Saginur/Madelaine madelaine.saginur@uottawa.ca 

Centre for Public Involvement 
(University of Alberta) 

Edmonton Alberta Cavanagh/Fiona fiona.cavanagh@ualberta.ca 

City of Edmonton Edmonton Alberta Chen/Yvonne yvonne.chen@edmonton.ca 

City of Kitchener Kitchener Ontario Amaral/Nicole Nicole.Amaral@kitchener.ca 

City of Ottawa Ottawa Ontario Giggey/Robert Robert.Giggey@ottawa.ca 

City of Toronto 
(Information & Technology Metro Hall) 

Toronto Ontario McDonald/Keith kmcdonal@toronto.ca  

City of Vancouver Vancouver British Columbia Low/Linda linda.low@vancouver.ca 

City of Victoria Victoria British Columbia Follis/Heather hfollis@victoria.ca  

City of Victoria Victoria British Columbia Young/Steve syoung@victoria.ca 

City of Waterloo Waterloo Ontario Jacob/Chris chris.jacob@waterloo.ca 

ESRI Canada Toronto Ontario Hall/Brent bhall@esri.ca 

IBM Canada Limited Kingston Ontario Perelgut/Stephen perelgut@ca.ibc.com 

The Neptis Foundation Toronto Ontario Burchfield/Marcy mburchfield@neptis.org 

Office of the Privacy Commissioner of  
Canada (OPC) 

Ottawa Ontario Cadieux/Francois francois.cadieux@priv.gc.ca  

Okanagan Basin Water Board (OBWB) Kelowna British Columbia Sears/Anna anna.warwick.sears@obwb.ca 

Open North Inc. Montreal Quebec Landry/Jean-Noe  jeannoe@opennorth.ca 

OpenStreetMap - US Chapter Salt Lake City Utah Van Excel/Martijn m@rtijn.org 

Ryerson Journalism Research 
Centre (RJRC) 

Toronto Ontario Lindgren/April april.lindgren@ryerson.ca 

Sani International Technology 
Advisors Inc. 

Markham Ontario Sani/Aaron aaron.sani@gmail.com 

United States Geological Survey St. Petersburg Florida Poore/Barbara bspoore@usgs.gov 

mailto:jesse@ajah.ca
mailto:Madelaine.saginur@uottawa.ca
mailto:fiona.cavanagh@ualberta.ca
mailto:yvonne.chen@edmonton.ca
mailto:Nicole.Amaral@kitchener.ca
mailto:Robert.Giggey@ottawa.ca
mailto:kmcdonal@toronto.ca
mailto:linda.low@vancouver.ca
mailto:hfollis@victoria.ca
mailto:syoung@victoria.ca
mailto:chris.jacob@waterloo.ca
mailto:bhall@esri.ca
mailto:perelgut@ca.ibc.com
mailto:mburchfield@neptis.org
mailto:Francois.Cadieux@priv.gc.ca
mailto:anna.warwick.sears@obwb.ca
mailto:jeannoe@opennorth.ca
mailto:m@rtijn.org
mailto:april.lindgren@ryerson.ca
mailto:aaron.sani@gmail.com
mailto:bspoore@usgs.gov
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Name of Organization City Province/State Last/First Name Email 

eGovFutures Group Toronto Ontario Konga/Jury jkonga@sympatico.ca  

North Carolina State University Raleigh North Carolina de Souza e Silva/Adriana  aasilva@ncsu.edu  

Michigan State University East Lansing Michigan Dietz/Tom tdietzvt@gmail.com  

San Diego State University San Diego California Jankowski/Piotr piotr@geography.sdsu.edu  

University of Alberta Edmonton Alberta Cavanagh/Fiona fiona.cavanagh@ualberta.ca 

University of British Columbia - 
Okanagan 

Kelowna British Columbia Evans/Michael (Mike) mike.evans@ubc.ca  

University of British Columbia - 
Okanagan 

Kelowna British Columbia Foster/Stephen stephen.foster@ubc.ca  

University of California 
Santa Barbara 

Santa Barbara California Goodchild/Michael good@geog.ucsb.edu  

University College Dublin Dublin Rep. Ireland Nedovic-Budic/Zorica zorica.nedovic-budic@ucd.ie  

University College London London London Haklay/Mordechai (Muki) m.haklay@ucl.ac.uk  

University of New Brunswick Fredericton New Brunswick Coleman/Dave dcoleman@unb.ca 

University of Washington Seattle Washington Elwood/Sarah selwood@u.washington.edu  

mailto:jkonga@sympatico.ca
mailto:aasilva@ncsu.edu
mailto:tdietzvt@gmail.com
mailto:piotr@geography.sdsu.edu
mailto:fiona.cavanagh@ualberta.ca
mailto:mike.evans@ubc.ca
mailto:stephen.foster@ubc.ca
mailto:good@geog.ucsb.edu
mailto:zorica.nedovic-budic@ucd.ie
mailto:m.haklay@ucl.ac.uk
mailto:dcoleman@unb.ca
mailto:selwood@u.washington.edu
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Co-applicants Name of Organization Email 

Dr. Renee Sieber (PI) McGill University renee.sieber@mcgill.ca 

Dr. Claus Rinner Ryerson University crinner@ryerson.ca 

Dr. Daniel Pare University of Ottawa dpar2@uottawa.ca 

Dr. Daren Brabham University of Southern California brabham@usc.edu 

Dr. Elizabeth Judge University of Ottawa elizabeth.judge@uottawa.ca 

Dr. Jonathan Corbett University of British Columbia jon.corbett@ubc.ca 

Dr. Leslie Shade University of Toronto leslie.shade@utoronto.ca 

Dr. Pamela Robinson Ryerson University pamela.robinson@ryerson.ca 

Dr. Peter Johnson University of Waterloo pa2johns@uwaterloo.ca 

Dr. Robert Feick University of Waterloo robert.feick@uwaterloo.ca 

Dr. Scott Bell University of Saskatchewan scott.bell@usask.ca 

Dr. Ste phane Roche Universite  Laval stephane.roche@scg.ulaval.ca 

Dr. Teresa Scassa University of Ottawa teresa.scassa@uottawa.ca 

Dr. Alexander Aylett Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique alexander.aylett@ucs.inrs.ca 

mailto:renee.sieber@mcgill.ca
mailto:crinner@ryerson.ca
mailto:dpar2@uottawa.ca
mailto:brabham@usc.edu
mailto:elizabeth.judge@uottawa.ca
mailto:jon.corbett@ubc.ca
mailto:leslie.shade@utoronto.ca
mailto:pamela.robinson@ryerson.ca
mailto:pa2johns@uwaterloo.ca
mailto:robert.feick@uwaterloo.ca
mailto:scott.bell@usask.ca
mailto:stephane.roche@scg.ulaval.ca
mailto:teresa.scassa@uottawa.ca
mailto:alexander.aylett@ucs.inrs.ca
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Your participation in Geothink 

For us to have the broadest impact with Geothink, we would greatly appreciate your input. 

This can mean providing monthly contributions to our social media outlets, writing blog 

posts, research updates, and being involved in future events. If you wish to be involved in 

our media output, please contact the editor or our digital journalist. 

Summer Institute 2016: 9-11 May 2016 @ Ryerson University 

Topic: The Value of Open Data 

 

AGM 2016: 11-13 May 2016 @ University of Toronto 

 

 

 

@geothinkca 

#geothink 

geothink.ca@gmail.com 
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